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Text: Topical
Central Idea of Message: Once an anchor is hoisted, a ship can
sail. The question is who, or what, is controlling the rudder? In
America, it is clear to see that the rudder is no longer under
the control of a Judeo-Christian ethic.
Introduction: The Supreme Court of the United States, a.k.a.
SCOTUS, by the narrowest of margins in a 5-4 vote, ruled on
Friday June 26, 2015, that it is unconstitutional for states to
deny same-sex marriage to those desiring such. This amounts to a
national, legally binding endorsement of homosexuality.

Legislation like this helps desensitize Americans,
especially young Americans, to the actual perversion of human
sexuality committed in homosexual activity. Such desensitization
has the ultimate, and intended, effect of “normalizing”
homosexuality. We see the “normalization” process being
vigorously promoted through movies like Brokeback Mountain (2005)
and current popular television shows like Chicago Fire (NBC),
Chicago Med (NBC), New Amsterdam (NBC), Quantico (ABC), Shades of
Blue (ABC), Arrow, (The CW), Supergirl (The CW), Survivor (CBS),
Bull (CBS), S.W.A.T. (CBS), NCIS New Orleans (CBS), Madam
Secretary (CBS), Instinct (CBS), Nashville (CMT), 9-1-1 (Fox),
Proven Innocent (Fox), and more. Hollywood is relentlessly
promoting the homosexual agenda in an already sex-crazed world
where heterosexual immorality has long been glamorized, which is
nothing short of sinister. There is equal alarm concerning
“gender-bending” education taking place in some public school
systems. Human sexuality is spiraling out of control.

Even more recently, and now on a medical front,
homosexuality is being spotlighted in the news. With the COVID-19
pandemic causing a decrease in blood donations, resulting in a
shortage, blood banks are scrambling to get donors. Those who
have recovered from COVID-19 often possess certain antibodies
which may be able to help patients suffering from the virus to
recover. But what about gay men donating blood and plasma? This
has been strictly governed by the Food and Drug Administration
since 1985, but its restrictions have been relaxed several times,
once in 2015 and just recently on April 2, 2020, in response to
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the COVID-19 pandemic. Yet, gay men aspiring to be donors are
being turned away in some places, thus sparking an outcry of
discrimination. The debate over the health risks of blood and
plasma transfusions from sexually active gay men will no doubt
rage on until someone, probably a judge or a court, decides what
is best – but best for whom, the LGBTQI community or the
transfusion recipient?

Is the public really expected to believe that there is no
medical validity to restrictions on homosexuals donating blood
and plasma (or organs?) because of the risks involved with
possibly infusing a donation harboring HIV/AIDS, and that the
restrictions are purely discriminatory, borne out of prejudice
against sexual orientation? When I was a graduate student at
Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary in Fort Worth, Texas,
in 1989 I had an internship at the Christian Life Commission of
the Baptist General Convention of Texas in Dallas. I worked with
a man whose wife had contracted HIV/AIDS through a blood
transfusion. The result was devastating. My internship concluded
and I graduated and moved back to Oklahoma without ever learning
of her final outcome.

This outcry of discrimination, whether done wittingly or
unwittingly, is better understood as being rooted in an
antiheterosexism narrative finding its impetus in the flawed
constructs of Critical Race Theory and Intersectionality as
applied to antigenderism. In other words, understanding
heterosexism to be “a term analogous to sexism and racism,
describing an ideological system that denies, denigrates, and
stigmatizes any nonheterosexual form of behavior, identity,
relationship, or community,” the antiheterosexist often wrongly
sees discrimination and marginalization as strictly being based
upon sexual orientation, just as Critical Race Theory “discovers”
marginalization based on race, and antigenderism as well as
antisexism find disempowerment based on gender. So, to be labeled
a heterosexist, genderist, or sexist is to be labeled a bigot
guilty of applying racist constructs to gender and sexual
orientation, and anybody not bowing in homage to these popular
postmodern narratives rooted in Critical Race Theory, say the
narrators, stands condemned as charged. I, however, say a renewed
appreciation for a Christian perspective on homosexuality and
same-sex marriage is timely; and I’ll save detailed analysis of
Critical Race Theory, Intersectionality, and their concomitants
for another day.

Most Christians were stunned by the Supreme Court ruling,
for several reasons. First, most Christians believe that the
Bible speaks authoritatively and distinctively against
homosexuality in both the Old Testament and the New Testament.
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Second, most Christians have established their ethical norms
based on what is known as a Judeo-Christian ethic, an
indispensable component in comprising a Christian worldview.
Third, most Christians believe that the United States of America
has, quite literally, been built as “one nation under God,” and
that such a statement is far more than an empty motto, indeed, it
expresses a conviction, that, from its inception, the United
States has become the greatest nation the world has ever known
because it has established and maintained laws rooted in a Judeo-
Christian ethic and there is the fear that this root has been
severed.

Many people, mostly young, approve of homosexuality because
they have a family member or a friend who is a homosexual, or
because they simply do not know what the Bible says about it, or
because of the normalization process at work through popular
culture. And at least two of these also serve to endanger one’s
capacity to accept the Bible’s clear admonitions against
homosexuality.

Similarly, in a Baptist Messenger article dated July 13,
2017, Anthony Jordan, Executive Director-Treasurer of the Baptist
General Convention of Oklahoma insightfully writes,

My prediction is very strong. If Baptists do
not provide a solid apologetic approach to
teaching biblical truth, there is going to be
a major declination of biblical living in the
days ahead. Young people are not obstinate
and rebellious; they are just ignorant. They
must be given solid truth that helps them
approach the hot button moral issues of the
day with intellectual and biblical
confidence.1

There is much on this subject to consider, which is why a
sermon series on homosexuality is both timely and needed. Let’s
begin by defining some related terms.

The word heterosexual comes from the Greek adjective
heteros, meaning “other,” so heterosexuality is characterized by
a tendency to direct sexual desire toward members of the other
(opposite) sex.

The word homosexual comes from the Greek adjective homoios,
meaning “same,” so homosexuality is characterized by a tendency
to direct sexual desire toward members of the same sex.

1Anthony L. Jordan, “Perspective: We Must Equip Young
People,” (Oklahoma) The Baptist Messenger (13 July 2017): 3.
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Over the last decade, the acronym LGBT has become common;
however, in recent years the acronym has been expanded to LGBTQI.
Let’s unpack the acronym and define its terms as well.

The “L” stands for Lesbian, which means a female homosexual.
The “G” stands for Gay, which means a homosexual, male or

female.
The “B” stands for Bisexual, which is characterized by a

tendency to direct sexual desire toward members of both sexes.
The “T” stands for Transexual or Transsexual, which relates

to a person whose gender identity is opposite the sex the person
had or was identified with at birth; and these people may or may
not undergo surgery and hormone therapy to obtain a physical
appearance typical of the gender they identify as. Bruce Jenner,
gold medal-winning decathlete from the 1976 Olympics in Montreal,
is the poster-girl for the Transsexual and LGBTQI community,
having “transitioned” from the world’s greatest male athlete to
one whom we now know as Caitlyn Jenner.

The “Q” stands both for Queer and Questioning, with Queer
being the old pejorative term for homosexual, which has now taken
on a more modern understanding as a political statement and
attraction to multiple genders. Questioning indicates an
individual unsure of and/or exploring her or his sexual identity
and/or sexual orientation.

The “I” stands for Intersex, which means having a set of
medical conditions that feature a congenital anomaly, or multiple
anomalies, of the reproductive and sexual system.

I grieve that many do not embrace the Jesus Christ of the
Bible. I sorrow that many others do not embrace a Judeo-Christian
ethic. But I am also compelled to grant all of these the freedom
of choice not to accept either.

Nevertheless, the Bible, which I regard as inspired,
infallible, and inerrant says, “Woe to those who call evil good,
and good evil; Who substitute darkness for light and light for
darkness; Who substitute bitter for sweet and sweet for bitter!”
(Isa. 5:20 NASB). Our task, then, is not to preach mere moral
reform but to preach the gospel, the reception of which brings
new birth and, with this new birth, comes moral reform.

Now, before we launch into the various facets to be
explored, let me explain here at the outset some non-negotiable
essentials, some guiding principles, by which we must abide.

First, Christians must be gracious toward those who disagree
with our ethical standard. We must love sinners while hating sin
and be instant and unceasing in drawing this distinction. We must
never forget that we are all sinners in one form or another (Rom.
3:23).
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Second, gay-bashing must never be part of our repertoire.
Opinions are fair game, but people themselves are off limits.

Third, prayer for ourselves, our families, our churches, our
president, our justices, our nation, and more is always in order.

Fourth, there are many young Christians who simply do not
know which way to turn, so we must explain to them the necessary
components of this issue, just as I will seek to do in this
sermon series, and let them make up their own minds.

Fifth, we must stand our ground and not be blown around by
every wind of change, especially not by the wind of popular
culture.2

Sixth, for those with homosexual tendencies who do not feel
like their body fits their mind such that they have urges to
engage in same-sex activity or even are considering transgender
surgery to force their body to fit their mind, we must urge them
to take steps, instead, to change their mind to fit their body.3

This series will consist of messages which comprise an
examination of homosexuality, same-sex marriage, and the seismic
moral paradigm shift happening in America. In order to do this
examination, I will scrutinize homosexuality from the biblical
perspective, the moral perspective, the political perspective,
and the practical perspective.

I. Homosexuality: The Biblical Perspective [7 OT, 4 NT]
A. Old Testament Scriptures (NASB)

1. Genesis 19:4-5 (Sodomy identified): “(4) Before
they lay down, the men of the city, the men of
Sodom, surrounded the house, both young and old,
all the people from every quarter; (5) and they
called to Lot and said to him, Where are the men
who came to you tonight? Bring them out to us that
we may have relations with them”

2. Genesis 19:13 (brought divine destruction): “Then
the two men said to Lot, ‘Whom else have you here?
A son-in-law, and your sons, and your daughters,

2Some of these observations were insightfully supplied by
Paige Patterson, President of Southwestern Baptist Theological
Seminary in Fort Worth, Texas, in a letter to alumni shortly
following the Supreme Court decision.

3Brian Hobbs, “Conventional Thinking: Transgender
Aftershock,” (Oklahoma) The Baptist Messenger (31 May 2017): 3.
Hobbs cites blogger Trevin Wax with this insight.
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and whomever you have in the city, bring them out
of the place; for we are about to destroy this
place, because their outcry has become so great
before the Lord that the Lord has sent us to
destroy it’”

3. Leviticus 18:22 (forbidden): “You shall not lie
with a male as one lies with a female; it is an
abomination” (the same is certainly forbidden for a
female to lie with a female)

4. Leviticus 20:13 (punishable by death): “If there
is a man who lies with a male as those who lie
with a woman, both of them have committed a
detestable act; they shall surely be put to death.
Their bloodguiltiness is upon them”
a) This is found in a list of sexual sins, all

requiring the death penalty
(1) Cursing father or mother (v. 9)
(2) Adultery (v. 10)
(3) Incest with a mother (v. 11)
(4) Incest with a daughter-in-law (v. 12)
(5) Marrying a woman and her mother (v. 14)
(6) Bestiality (vv. 15-16)

b) God has always been quite serious about
sexual purity, especially for those who claim
to be his people

c) This is the way things were to be in the
ideal state of Israel, a theocracy

d) But in a democracy, few would press the
applicability of the death penalty for these
sins, I certainly would not

e) However, the principles of godly, biblical,
sexuality are unmistakably present

5. Deuteronomy 22:5 (cross-dressing was considered an
abomination): “A woman shall not wear a man’s
clothing, nor shall a man put on a woman’s
clothing; for whoever does these things is an
abomination to the LORD your God”: since this was
the law for clothing, a woman having sex with
another woman or a man having sex with another man
was also most certainly an abomination to the Lord

6. 1 Kings 14:24 (homosexuality was considered an
abomination): “There were also male cult
prostitutes in the land. They did according to all
the abominations of the nations which the Lord
dispossessed before the sons of Israel”
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7. 1 Kings 22:46 (Sodomites were expelled from the
land by Jehoshaphat, King of Judah, in a purging
process): “The remnant of the sodomites who
remained in the days of his father Asa, he
expelled from the land”
a) Sodomite: Strong’s 6945
b) Sacred male devotee to a god by prostitution

to licentiousness; unclean4

c) Brown-Driver-Briggs-Gesenius: temple-
prostitute (man)5

B. New Testament Scriptures (NASB)
1. Matthew 19:3-6: God’s only design for marriage,

constructive sexual fulfillment, and procreation
has always only been a man and a woman and this is
stated by Jesus himself: “(3) And some Pharisees
came to Him, testing Him, and saying, ‘Is it
lawful for a man to divorce his wife for any cause
at all?’ (4) And He answered and said, ‘Have you
not read, that He who created them from the
beginning made them male and female, (5) and said,
‘For this cause a man shall leave his father and
mother, and shall cleave to his wife; and the two
shall be one flesh’? (6) Consequently they are no
longer two, but one flesh. What therefore God has
joined together, let no man separate.’”

2. Romans 1:21-27: “(21) For even though they knew
God, they did not honor Him as God or give thanks,
but they became futile in their speculations, and
their foolish heart was darkened. (22) Professing
to be wise, they became fools, (23) and exchanged
the glory of the incorruptible God for an image in
the form of corruptible man and of birds and four-

4

James Strong, Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible
(Iowa Falls, IA: Riverside Book and Bible House, n.d.).

5

Francis Brown, S. R. Driver, and Charles Briggs, The New
Brown-Driver-Briggs-Gesenius Hebrew and English Lexicon (Peabody,
MA: Hendrickson Publishers, 1979), 873.
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footed animals and crawling creatures. (24)
Therefore God gave them over in the lusts of their
hearts to impurity, so that their bodies would be
dishonored among them. (25) For they exchanged the
truth of God for a lie, and worshiped and served
the creature rather than the Creator, who is
blessed forever. Amen. (26) For this reason God
gave them over to degrading passions; for their
women exchanged the natural function for that
which is unnatural, (27) and in the same way also
the men abandoned the natural function of the
woman and burned in their desire toward one
another, men with men committing indecent acts and
receiving in their own persons the due penalty of
their error”
a) People sank into a self-degrading spiral of

sensualism (v. 24)
(1) One cannot be delivered over to a

greater slavery than to be given over to
one’s own lusts6

(2) Dishonoring of God leads to dishonoring
the body7

b) They exchanged the truth of God for a lie (v.
25)

c) Women exchanging the natural function for
what is unnatural (v. 26): lesbianism

d) Men abandoning the natural function of the
woman for what is unnatural: homosexuality
(v. 27)
(1) Aflame with passion toward one another
(2) Committing indecent acts with each other
(3) Receiving in themselves the due penalty

of their error: disease?
e) Homosexuality (vv. 26-27)

6Matthew Henry, An Exposition with Practical Observations of
the Epistle of St. Paul to the Romans, in Matthew Henry's
Commentary on the Whole Bible, vol. 6, Acts to Revelation
(McLean, VA: MacDonald Publishing Company, n.d.; reprint, n.d.),
372.

7Dale Moody, Romans in The Broadman Bible Commentary, ed.
Clifton J. Allen, vol. 10, Acts-1 Corinthians (Nashville, TN:
Broadman Press, 1970), 171.
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(1) Homosexuality of any sort is unnatural
and is a sexual inversion: reversal of
God’s natural order

(2) The most distinguishing symptoms of
moral depravity are seen in one’s sexual
orientation and practice

(3) Abandonment to dishonorable passions;
notice the degenerate reversal (v. 26)8

(a) People worship animals as gods
(b) Men lust after men as women
(c) Women lust after women as men

f) Unnatural (v. 26)
(1) No person is born a homosexual
(2) If homosexuality were practiced

universally by all people, it would lead
to the extinction of the human race
(MacGorman 29)

(3) Man and woman are God’s complimentary
sexual beings, each one essential to the
other in the reproduction of mankind
(MacGorman 29)

(4) Heterosexuality is the only conduct
fitting God’s created order9

(5) Not an alternate lifestyle but an
unnatural perversion
(a) It is beyond the scope of this

series to explore all the causes
for homosexuality: two links
i) Molestation has been linked
ii) Opportunities are more readily

available for same-sex
encounters than opposite-sex
encounters
(a) No chance of pregnancy
(b) Chance for AIDS!

(b) The homosexual who charges that God
made him or her that way is
attributing a confusion to God that
does not exist10

8J. W. MacGorman, Romans, in Layman’s Bible Book Commentary,
vol. 20, Romans-1 Corinthians (Nashville, TN: Broadman Press,
1980), 29.

9Ibid.
10Ibid.
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g) Involves shameless acts (v. 27)
(1) Burned: “to be hot in the genitals”
(2) One’s capacity for shame is an index of

one’s moral sensitivity11

(3) Through repeated violations one’s
capacity for shame eventually
disappears; some call this “liberation”;
the Bible calls it depravity

h) Results in serious breakdown for those
involved (v. 27)
(1) Personal retribution in accord with the

wrong which is done
(2) Reaping what is sown (Gal. 6:7-8)
(3) God has made it such that all vice is

self-avenging: consequences are built in
(4) But the innocent also end up suffering

the consequences produced by the guilty
(a) Sin cannot be committed in a vacuum
(b) All sin makes waves in the ocean of

humanity
i) Our alcohol or drug use may

cause our children and grand
children to be born with a
genetic predisposition toward
each

ii) Our sexual promiscuity may
result in acquiring a sexually
transmitted disease which can
be passed on

iii) Our sexual preferences and
practices can greatly
influence our children and
grandchildren

3. 1 Corinthians 6:9-10 (homosexuals listed among
those not inheriting the kingdom of God): “(9) Or
do you not know that the unrighteous will not
inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived;
neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor
adulterers, nor effeminate, nor homosexuals, (10)
nor thieves, nor the covetous, nor drunkards, nor
revilers, nor swindlers, will inherit the kingdom
of God”

11Ibid., 30.
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a) Habitual lifestyle in sinfulness indicates no
spiritual transformation ever took place (v.
9)
(1) Do not be deceived into thinking that

unrepentant sinners are let into heaven
(2) No fornicators

(a) Sexual relations outside of
marriage

(b) The virtue of chastity was
practically unheard of in Corinth

(3) No idolaters: putting anything or anyone
on a level with God

(4) No adulterers: those who violate the
sanctity of marital sexual exclusivity12

(5) No effeminate (malako/j): passive male
partner in homosexual activity; male
prostitute; men and boys who allow
themselves to be misused sexually

(6) No homosexuals (a¹rsenokoi/thj) (Rom.
1:26-27)
(a) Literally means men, arseno, in

bed/sex, koitas
(b) Sodomite, male partner in

homosexual activity
(c) Prevalent in Greco-Roman society

i) Nero was about to marry a boy
named Sporus13

ii) Fourteen of the first fifteen
Roman emperors were, in fact,
homosexual or bisexual14

b) Through Paul, God was re-establishing
standards for human sexuality in a sex-crazed
world

c) God’s standard for the sexual preference of
his people has always been heterosexual

12Richard Pratt, Jr., 1 Corinthians, in Holman New Testament
Commentary, ed. Max Anders, vol. 7, 1 and 2 Corinthians
(Nashville, TN: Broadman & Holman Publishers, 2000), 89.

13William Barclay, The Letters to the Corinthians, 3rd. ed.
in The Daily Bible Study Series, vol. 9 (Louisville, KY:
Westminster John Knox Press, 2002), 64.

14Ibid., 63.
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d) Such a statement of condemnation against
homosexuality would have been very unpopular
in the first-century Roman world and is today
as well!

4. 1 Timothy 1:8-11 (homosexuality is listed
alongside lawlessness, rebellion, ungodliness,
sinfulness, unholiness, and even murder): “(8) But
we know that the Law is good, if one uses it
lawfully, (9) realizing the fact that law is not
made for a righteous person, but for those who are
lawless and rebellious, for the ungodly and
sinners, for the unholy and profane, for those who
kill their fathers or mothers, for murderers (10)
and immoral men and homosexuals (a¹rsenokoi/thj) and
kidnappers and liars and perjurers, and whatever
else is contrary to sound teaching, (11) according
to the glorious gospel of the blessed God, with
which I have been entrusted”

5. Jude 7 (homosexuality results in the punishment of
eternal fire): “Just as Sodom and Gomorrah and the
cities around them, since they in the same way as
these indulged in gross immorality and went after
strange flesh, are exhibited as an example, in
undergoing the punishment of eternal fire”

6. I have read at least one article written by a so-
called Bible scholar seeking to minimize the
meaning and intent of many of these verses15

a) The interpretive “gymnastics” done in trying
to achieve such an objective were less than
persuasive

b) His essay is so riddled with such a
multiplicity of conjectural statements
regarding word meanings, that the plain
meanings were obviously being intentionally
avoided

c) That writer did not like what he saw and
sought, I think in vain, to try and raise

15William O. Walker, Jr., “What the New Testament Says about
Homosexuality,” <http://www.westarinstitute.org/resources/the-
fourth-r/what-the-new-testament-says-about-homosexuality/>,
accessed 29 June 2015.
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reasonable doubt about the plain meaning
conveyed in Scripture

d) Such a “revisionist” interpretive model is
not to be respected because it is neither
objective nor scholarly, but
“reductionistic,” deconstructing the words to
reduce, limit, marginalize, or even eliminate
the plain sense of their meaning and their
theological and moral impact

7. Revelation 21:2: “Made ready as a bride adorned
for her husband”: please note heterosexuality is
described as the norm for marriage, not
homosexuality

8. Revelation 21:8, 27: Homosexuality is regarded as
abominable
a) Defiled by the impurities of idolatry,

emperor worship, false religion, or
immorality

b) Polluted their minds, bodies, and souls
c) Two categories of abominations are identified

in Scripture, ritual and ethical, and
homosexuality is described as an ethical
abomination in Lev. 18:22 (Brown-Driver-
Briggs-Gesenius 1073)

d) “Saturated by the abominations of the world”
(Barclay 2:232)

e) Perhaps some professing believers
f) Contrasts with purity in ritual and ethics

9. But, let’s be realistic and frank, plenty of
Americans do not care what the Bible says on the
matter of homosexuality!

II. Homosexuality: The Moral Perspective
A. Judeo-Christian ethic

1. Ethical standards given by God to the Israelites
through Moses contained in what is now called the
Old Testament

2. Ethical standards given by God through the
apostles and other New Testament writers

3. Judeo
a) Israel, the man, was named Jacob before God

changed his name (Gen. 35:10-12)
b) Jacob (Israel) had twelve sons

(1) One was named Judah
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(2) This tribe settled in a particular
region in the Promised Land

(3) That region became known as Judea and
included the great city of Jerusalem

(4) One from the tribe of Judah was called a
Jew

4. Christian: rooted in the teachings of Christ, the
apostles, and other New Testament writers

B. Jettisoning this time-honored Judeo-Christian ethic
1. Which has proven to be a source of such great

blessing to America is to invoke the curses which
come with rejecting such a God-given ethical
standard

2. While it is true that Christians wish to
evangelize the world, meaning share the good news
of grace and forgiveness found in Christ with
everyone, Christians also understand that many
will choose not to embrace the faith or the ethics
imparted by Christianity

3. Both rejection and acceptance of Christ are
personal matters, involving one person who, alone,
will be held responsible for her or his rejection

4. But national ethical standards are an altogether
different genre, if for no other reason because
what one does in terms of ethics is not isolated
in its repercussions only to the singular person

5. Others are necessarily, and unwillingly, dragged
into the fray, and, therefore, into the
consequences

C. Who or what helps define moral, amoral, and immoral?
1. One of the primary issues in the same-sex marriage

dilemma is this question: What is the best ethical
standard for America to follow?
a) With no Judeo-Christian moral compass, who

decides what is perversion?
(1) Regardless of whether such activity is

homosexual or heterosexual, who says an
eighteen year old fondling a twelve year
old is a moral perversion?

(2) Can this general consensus change too?
b) Who sets the minimum age for consensual sex?
c) How is that minimum age determined?
d) Can the minimum age differ from state to

state?
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2. Christians answer that it is the Bible, and that
it gives both direct and indirect descriptions of
immorality and even prescriptions for morality,
leaving very little “gray area”

3. Proverbs 29:18 says, “Where there is no vision
[meaning identified boundaries of truth, right,
and wrong], the people are unrestrained, But happy
is he who keeps the law”: if there is no moral
compass, then sexuality, and therefore morality,
will be unrestrained, and people will do what is
right in their own eyes (if it feels good, do it)

4. Many others disagree strongly, instead advocating,
it seems, that moral liberty is as constitutional
as religious liberty, with far fewer constraints,
thus making the passions of men and women and
their fulfillment the new ethical standard
a) Secularism: the principle of the separation

of government institutions and persons
mandated to represent the state from
religious institutions and religious
dignitaries

b) Humanism
(1) An outlook, worldview, or system which

attaches prime importance to the human
rather than the divine

(2) Mankind, not any god, is the measure of
all things, and is, therefore, the
highest level of rationalization and
consultation on all matters

c) Hedonism: the belief that the pursuit of
pleasure or happiness is the sole or chief
good in life

d) Postmodernism
(1) Skeptical about explanatory systems or

stories (hermeneutics of suspicion)
(2) Historical religious texts have no

authority
(3) Feelings and relationships are more

important than logic or reason
(4) Holism in community: man is not the

measure of all things, the community is
(5) Truth is relative

(a) Absolute truth, reason, and
morality are denied
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(b) Truth has shifted from the rational
realm to the realm of subjective
experience

5. For many Christians, this replacement looks like
human standards replacing divine standards
a) But divine standards are unchanging
b) Human standards change based on politics and

personal preferences
(1) Who is in office
(2) Who occupies a seat on the Supreme Court
(3) Popular cultural trends

6. A Judeo-Christian ethic is a moral compass rooted
in the Old Testament and in the New Testament and
is a reflection of the holiness of God

III. Homosexuality: The Political Perspective
A. The rights of states

1. You might not be personally against prostitution,
but you are quite uncomfortable with the social
implications on marriages and dating relationships
which are inevitable consequences of legalized
prostitution

2. So uncomfortable that you choose not to live near
a “house of ill repute” and are ever grateful that
you have that option

3. But if “outlawing” prostitution were ruled
unconstitutional by SCOTUS, thus legalizing
prostitution nationwide, where would you go and
what would you do?

4. By disallowing states to make up their own minds
through democratic vote on issues, preservation of
moral and ethical preferences is exploded
a) Morally speaking, what is common in Las

Vegas, Nevada, and San Francisco, California,
can now become common in Mobile, Alabama, and
Pryor, Oklahoma

b) And there is no state of refuge to which
those with a different moral standard
regarding homosexuality can retreat

B. Democracy
1. The United States of America is a democracy

a) A democracy means government by the people,
most especially government by the majority of
the people
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b) It includes three branches of government:
executive, legislative, and judicial

c) We have thought of, and presented, ourselves
as “one nation under God” for hundreds of
years, even embedding these words in our
Pledge of Allegiance

2. The United States of America is also a republic,
meaning that its government has a chief of state
who is not a monarch [not a king], and who, in
modern times, is usually a president and citizens
elect representatives to act in their stead

3. For hundreds of years and through many wars men
and women of the United States have fought bravely
on many fronts
a) Against the Fascism (authoritarian and

nationalistic) of Nazi Germany
b) Against the Imperialism (extending a

country’s power or influence through military
force) of Japan

c) Against the Communism (all property is
publicly owned by the government) of North
Korea

d) Against the Communism of North Vietnam
e) Against the Terrorism of Iraq, Afghanistan,

Al-Qaeda, and now ISIS
4. But while these armed forces personnel of the

United States have fought against various isms,
they have also fought for something - democracy,
and the freedoms inherent in it, including moral
freedoms as determined by the judicial branch of
our democracy

5. This is the same democracy for which our soldiers,
airmen, and sailors fought to preserve

6. And now this democracy, specifically the judicial
branch of our democracy, has given the nod of
approval to homosexuality, trampling on the Judeo-
Christian ethic on which this country was founded

7. This begs the question, “Was it for the freedom to
legislate immorality that these service men and
women died?”

C. Theocracy
1. A theocracy is a government by immediate divine

guidance, meaning governed by God
2. Heaven is, and will always be, a theocracy
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3. The earthly reign of Christ spoken of in Rev.
20:1-6, known as the Millennium [millennium means
1,000], which will last 1,000 years, will be a
theocracy

4. America was not, is not, and never will be a
theocracy
a) Many of us wish it were
b) Some have demonstrated, or at least tried to

demonstrate, that America’s founding fathers
were Christians and intended for America to
reflect Judeo-Christian values

c) But whether or not the founding fathers
intended this is now a moot point, because
the Supreme Court either did not see this
connection or saw it and disregarded it

d) Either way, whatever the founding fathers
believed and intended concerning
constitutional rights relative to abortion,
same-sex marriage, and other issues
apparently no longer matters

e) My suspicion is that if the founding fathers
were here to explain themselves and stand
against same-sex marriage, that it would not
have changed the minds of five Supreme Court
justices

f) “When people have chosen not to believe the
Bible, the danger is not that they will
believe nothing, but that they will believe
anything” (Gangel, Acts, 385)

g) Democracy is what we have and it has been
influenced by Judeo-Christian values

h) Put simply, these Judeo-Christian values are
being discarded and replaced with ethical
values determined by various branches of our
democratic government, in at least two cases
by the Supreme Court, which, apparently, has
final say on the meaning of the Constitution,
and these branches of government are
influenced by popular culture
(1) 1973 Roe v. Wade (abortion)
(2) 2015 Obergefell v. Hodges (homosexual

marriage)
5. The theocracy of heaven is not on earth, yet; but

it is coming, although I know not when, therefore,
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democracy, even with its flaws, is the best we
have

IV. Homosexuality: The Practical Perspective
A. Ironically, every homosexual who has ever lived is the

product of a heterosexual union, not a homosexual union
B. Widespread homosexuality should lead to a decrease in

the population
C. Homosexuality, if practiced by everyone exclusively,

would lead to the extinction of the human race, as
mentioned earlier
1. Because the male reproductive anatomy is not

intended by God or by nature to reproduce when
joined in any way with another male

2. Because the female reproductive anatomy is not
intended by God or by nature to reproduce when
joined in any way with another female
a) God’s plan, and therefore nature’s design,

for human sexual expression includes
reproduction, which homosexuality negates
(Gen. 1:27-28)

b) Even Darwinian evolution, which I reject,
champions the idea of the survival of the
fittest, and, in so doing, in theory stands
against homosexuality as an evolutionary
survival model

c) Homosexuality is a sexual expression which
undermines the provenance (origin) of life
itself

d) Further, if homosexuality is genetically
transferred, which I do not believe, it would
eventually expire due to lack of
reproduction, thus, nature itself has
installed a sign discouraging such sexual
expression

e) Thus, nature itself has installed a sign
discouraging such sexual expression, in
addition to the potential consequence of
HIV/AIDS, making blood and plasma
transfusions from homosexuals, especially
males, questionable at best and medically
risky at worst

f) The fact that homosexuality has not expired
suggests that it is not genetically acquired
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(1) Many claim to be born homosexual,
arguing that their sexual preference is
innate, and, therefore, acceptable

(2) The same argument may one day be made by
a pedophile, a rapist, a murderer, and
more

(3) To say, “I was born this way” in order
to justify our sin is a lame excuse for
lack of self-control and for refusing to
subordinate ourselves to God’s rule in
our lives!

g) When trying to ascertain why someone becomes
a homosexual, we have said earlier that there
may be a link between homosexuality and being
molested as a minor

h) While this sermon series is neither about
molestation nor intended to provide therapy
for those who have been victimized by a
sexual predator, there are some basic things
we can say
(1) You are the victim, not the villain!
(2) Tell your mom, your dad, your brother,

your sister, your teacher, your coach,
your school counselor, your youth
director, your pastor, and your police
department!

(3) To those who have suffered any form of
sexual molestation, either heterosexual
or homosexual, take this to the
authorities!

(4) File charges and see them through!
(a) Training that I have been through

on sexual assault suggests that the
average pedophile is on the loose
for about sixteen years before
being caught, and a lot of victims
lie in the wake of those sixteen
years!

(b) Speaking out and filing charges can
help victims heal as they see
justice served and get professional
therapy to mend the damage done to
them

(c) Speaking out also gets predators on
the police departments’ radar and
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might get the predator caught
earlier and save future victims

(d) Dads, moms, and individual victims
should not take out vengeance on
the perpetrators themselves but
should leave that to the justice
system and the Lord

(e) Do not let these predators fly
under the radar by remaining quiet!

(f) The embarrassment you might
experience is worth getting a
predator off the streets and behind
bars, and your full healing is
likely connected with you being
able to vent to a listening ear

3. Parenting by homosexual couples will be 100
percent dependent upon adoption
a) While children growing up with homosexual

parents might incline them toward
homosexuality, this cannot be determined with
certainty

b) Plenty of children who grew up in a
heterosexual home environment have emerged as
homosexual

D. God created man and woman in his image, yet, as
complementary beings one to another
1. Meaning one needs the other to complete the

reproductive cycle of the human race
2. And, unless gifted with celibacy, to be a suitable

helper (companion) for each other (Gen. 1:27;
2:18)

3. “An attempt at uniting sexually two males or two
females would threaten to desecrate the image of
God stamped on humans as complementary sexual
beings”16

Conclusion: Americans do not agree on a basis for establishing an
ethical standard. The prevailing opinion in America was once that

16Robert A. J. Gagnon, “Russell Moore's ERLC Posts a Flawed
'Evangelical Declaration on Marriage,'”
<http://m.christianpost.com/news/russell-moores-erlc-posts-a-flaw
ed-evangelical-declaration-on-marriage--141652/>, accessed 21
July 2015.
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a Judeo-Christian ethic, rooted in the Bible’s Old and New
Testaments, was true and best. But in recent years an ethical
standard paradigm shift of seismic proportions has rocked
America. Prayer in public schools was limited or banned in the
1960s. Abortion was legalized and its limits were broadened in
the 1970s. Soon thereafter, foul language surfaced in prime time
television shows on the major networks. Marijuana has been
legalized in some states. Gambling casinos have sprung up in
states other than Nevada and now dot the landscape of once
staunchly conservative states, like Oklahoma. The Ten
Commandments have been removed from state property nationwide and
are regarded as offensive, perhaps because they so forcefully
remind of the old Judeo-Christian ethic once in vogue. And now
same-sex marriage has been endorsed by five Supreme Court
justices, thus legalizing it in all fifty states and vigorously
propelling the normalization of that which has never been
considered normal, except perhaps in Sodom and Gomorrah. I expect
far more components of this seismic ethical standard paradigm
shift are still to come, perhaps even polygamy and marriage
between humans and animals.

So, what now? To answer this question, a review of our
guiding principles from the introduction is in order.

First, Christians must be gracious toward those who disagree
with our ethical standard. We must love sinners while hating sin
and be instant and unceasing in drawing this distinction. We must
never forget that we are all sinners in one form or another (Rom.
3:23).

Second, gay-bashing must never be part of our repertoire.
Opinions are fair game, but people themselves are off limits.

Third, prayer for ourselves, our families, our churches, our
president, our justices, our nation, and more is always in order.

Fourth, there are many young Christians who simply do not
know which way to turn, so we must explain to them the necessary
components of this issue, just as I have sought to do in this
sermon series, and let them make up their own minds.

Fifth, we must stand our ground and not be blown around by
every wind of change, especially not by the wind of popular
culture.17

Sixth, for those with homosexual tendencies who do not feel
like their body fits their mind such that they have urges to
engage in same-sex activity or even are considering transgender

17Patterson.
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surgery to force their body to fit their mind, we must urge them
to take steps, instead, to change their mind to fit their body.18

Once an anchor is hoisted, a ship can sail. The question is
who, or what, is controlling the rudder? In America, it is clear
to see that the rudder is no longer under the control of a Judeo-
Christian ethic.

Some say “Good riddance!” Others say, “God help us!”
If Americans truly want God to bless America, Americans had

better start blessing God and giving him good reason to bless us.
I pray that you have decided to accept God’s word, the

Bible, as your standard for determining right and wrong, moral
and immoral, and that you will commit to living for Christ at all
times and according to his unchanging standard, including the
standard regarding human sexuality.

18Hobbs.
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